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Photography by Daniel Breidt







Pages 4/5 - CONGA cylindrical drawer by �omas Althaus in emerald green
Pages 6/7 - GRACE serving t�lley by Sebastian Herkner in night blue



TRAY LITTLE in emerald green and the small TALLY box in night blue 
by Apartment 8 and wooden BOWL by Silje Nesdal in walnut



NINI stool in emerald green and velvet cushion 0681. in night blue by Apartment 8
and CARLO umbrella stand by Christian Haas in midnight



NINI stool in emerald green and velvet cushion 0681. in night blue by Apartment 8
and CARLO umbrella stand by Christian Haas in midnight





Oppos�e page - DOTS STONE wall hooks by Apartment 8 in Verde Guatemala marble 



CARLO umbrella stand in skin and pebble 
and NICK coat rack in slate black 
by Christian Haas



CARLO umbrella stand in skin and pebble 
and NICK coat rack in slate black 
by Christian Haas





SLIM coat rack in black and �sewood 
and PONTI umbrella stand in �sewood 
by Christian Haas 





DOTS STONE wall 
hooks by Apartment 8 in 

Rosa Portogallo marble
Oppos�e page - NINI 

stool by Apartment 8, 
HANS stool by studio 

taschide, RACK console 
table and side tables by 

f/b design, all in black 



TALLY boxes by Apartment 8 in black, night blue and dusky �se 
Oppos�e page - ALMA bench by studio taschide in black and

wooden BOWL by Silje Nesdal in oak





CONE wall hooks by 08I16 quergedacht and 
HANS stool by studio taschide, all in indian yellow 



ALMA bench by studio taschide in dusky �se,
TALLY boxes in dusky �se and indian yellow and 

velvet cushions 0681. by Apartment 8, in different colours 





Velvet cushions 0680. and 0681. by Apartment 8 in different colours
Oppos�e page - BULB wall hooks by KaschKasch in gold ruby, dark violet and amber





MALA bench by Earnest Studio in flamingo pink and TRAY LITTLE 
and a small TALLY box by Apartment 8 in indian yellow





BUREAU table and MALA bench by Earnest Studio
in emerald green, Cushion 0681. in �se and 

TRAY LITTLE in flamingo pink and black 
by Apartment 8, LITTLE P table lamp by 
Martin Hirth in flamingo pink and BOWL 

Milan Edition 2018 by Silje Nesdal





STICKS coat rack by Michael Schwebius in 
night blue, ALMA bench by studio taschide in 
night blue and TALLY boxes by Apartment 8 in 
flamingo pink, dusky �se and emerald green 
Oppos�e page - STRIPES lowboard by Jehs + Laub 
in sage and cushion 0680. and 0681. by Apartment 8 
in different colours and a small CUT mir�r 
by studio taschide







VIEW mir�r by Apartment 8 in dusky �se 
Pages 32/33 - GRACE serving t�lley by 

Sebastian Herkner in �sewood







HANS stool by studio taschide in black
Oppos�e page - LEAN standing mir�r by Christoph Hauf 





DOTS STONE wall hooks in Bianco Carrara and Ne� Marquina marble and 0112. coat hanger in pebble by Apartment 8 











TALLY boxes by Apartment 8 in black and dusky �se 
Pages 40/41 - COLLECT make-up table and desk by WIS Design 

in slate black, NINI stool in slate black and velvet cushion 0681. by 
Apartment 8 in emerald green and wooden BOWL by Silje Nesdal in oak

Pages 42/43 - UPON bench and side table by Stefan Diez 
in black and velvet cushion 0680. by Apartment 8 in emerald green 

 



VIEW mir�r by Apartment 8 in black and CARLO 
umbrella stand by Christian Haas in black





ESSENTIAL wooden trays by Wolfgang Hartauer in oak
Oppos�e page - VIEW mir�r by Apartment 8 in black



Velvet cushions 0680. and 0681. by Apartment 8 in jade
Oppos�e page - CUT mir�r by studio taschide









TALLY boxes by Apartment 8 in dusky �se, 
black and coral, ESSENTIAL wooden trays 

by Wolgang Hartauer in black 
Oppos�e page - VIEW mir�r 

by Apartment 8 in black
Pages 50/51 - GRACE serving t�lley 

by Sebastian Herkner in black
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